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Abstract

In this presentation, we have three key claims. First, we wish to make a case for an alternative conception of linguistic diversity, which sees language pluralism not as an “obstacle” or “barrier” that needs to be (dis)solved, but rather as a value that needs to be cherished and promoted, at different levels of politics and society. Second, we also hold that the “Digital Humanities” create new possibilities and thus open a “new age” for literary translation, which will also deeply impact research and education [Lacour, P. et alii (2010a)]. Third, as we should argue, the application of interpretive and corpus-driven linguistics to Computer Assisted Translation should foster collaboration on the realm of precise translation of cultural texts [Bénel, A. and Lacour, P. (2011)] and therefore help reinforcing the sustainability of culture(s) and identity(ies), “on” and “off” line. Behind these claims, lies a conception of “language as a common good” which can (or should) be freely disposed by all its users. This paper aims consequently at proposing a more appropriate definition of the copyright for digital literary translation, especially for multilingual corpora.

Introduction

Translation should probably become one of the most central institutions of the 21st century. As the pace of globalization processes seemed to increase during the new century’s first decade, information and communication technologies (ICT) have definitely altered the patterns of human behaviour and social interaction. The Internet, the most powerful and ubiquitous of all, has made communication not only cheaper, simpler and impressively faster, but also virtually ubiquitous. After an initial period during which English reigned as the Internet “lingua franca”, we have been witnessing an ever-growing process of language diversification of the web [Pimienta, D. (2001)]. As a clear illustration of that, the proportion of English-speakers using the Internet declined from more than 80% in the year the Web was born to 35% in 2005 [Unesco (2005), and specialists keep pointing to the great plurality of languages actually circulating on the net.

If an important part of this plurilingual content is in fact the translated version of web interfaces to local languages (“localisation”), users have been increasingly claiming the “right” not only to communicate, but also have access to other content in *their own* mother-tongues. Indeed, the promotion of cultural diversity, notably by the support of language pluralism, has become one important (political) claim – and norm – in recent decades. Translation appears hence a key (and particularly needed) concept in the
plurilingual cyberspace, enabling people and cultures to communicate. The relevance of translation can be spotted as a number of international documents, institutions and declarations are established to promote it; and a new field of knowledge, ‘Translation Studies’, has been developing exponentially [Oustinoff, M. (2010)].

As other realms of human activity and knowledge, translation has gained a powerful ally with the development of ICT tools [Lacour P. et alii (2010a)]. In fact, one only begins to imagine the possible uses of ICT not only to facilitate and promote translation, but also as supports for the preservation and the concrete development of cultural pluralism. E-translation devices seem all the more important in the context of growing digitalization of cultural material (digitization of classical texts published in the public domain, due to the work of many libraries and other actors). Science and academia should particularly benefit from both the digitalization of knowledge and the spread of translation tools on virtual working spaces.

But how ready is the technological (and academic) world to make room for an alternative conception of linguistic diversity, which sees language pluralism not as an “obstacle” or “barrier” that needs to be (dis)solved, but rather as a value that needs to be valued and promoted, at different levels of politics and society? To what extent can “Digital Humanities” create new possibilities and thus open a “new age” for literary translation, and how deeply would it impact research and education [Lacour P. et alii (2010b)]? Finally, how could Computer Assisted Translation foster collaboration and help reinforcing the sustainability of culture(s) and identity(ies), “on” and “off” line? Behind each of these question lies a conception of “language as a common good” which can (or should) be freely at the disposal of all its users.

In this paper, we shall first attempt to show how translation in the Human and Social Sciences resists the alternative between mass automatization for pragmatic translation and human craftsmanship for difficult texts. How could one imagine mass-customization technologies in the digital era? How could we imply more traditional human skills in the man-machine process concerning translations? What kind of philosophy of translation, or linguistics, does it imply?

We shall then briefly examine the TraduXio project, as a concrete example of a technological attempt to illustrate the idea of recycling translations. We shall notably delve on TraduXio’s philosophy of language, which has direct implications on the design of its interface.

Furthermore, by drawing from this concrete experimentation, we will try to imagine what a digital right to translate could be. By understanding both how this right to translate was historically built upon the copyright and how contemporary needs, in a globalized world, potentially require translations, we shall try to make a plea for more legal openness.

As an illustration, we will then examine the possibility of setting-up a “translation license”, inspired by the Creative Commons Plus license, and being currently experimented by the ‘Fonds Ricoeur’, a French (non-profit) Foundation dedicated to the
promotion of the works of Paul Ricoeur, including through online access to some of his disseminated texts.

Finally, we will discuss whether there is a specific legal problem for corpora, considered as the result of an original collection of texts, and therefore as a special legal entity (distinct from singular texts).

**Resisting an Alternative: Translation for Human and Social Sciences**

One of the main difficulties one has to face while entering the contemporary reflection in both Translation Studies and ICT is the rigid and exclusive alternative between two conceptions of translation. It seems as if mass automatization were required for pragmatic translation, sometimes with a slight human touch (most contemporary CAT devices now include human correction to their automatic translators). Conversely, difficult texts, such as poetry, religious, philosophical texts, as well as all the productions in Humanities, could only be granted proper attention through careful, minute and patient human craftsmanship. The very idea of using technologies for literary translation, for instance, would therefore sound ludicrous.

When framing the problem in such a way, the bias lies therefore therein that little (if any) room is given to a reflection on more inspired uses of the technologies. But, in fact, the machines are only “intelligent” to the extent humans ask them to answer intelligent questions. Now, the idea of a (thorough) automatic translation is precisely grounded on very dubious philosophical assumptions, and therefore misguided from the start.

Consequently, (sheer) automatic translation cannot succeed when it comes to precise semantics, whatever the power of the algorithms used (be it based on statistical parsing or grammatical analysis). All too often, however, the conceptual failure of these endeavours is somehow hidden by the appeal to a touch of “human participation”. Although such “participative” approach might look like a progress, it is in fact only meant to improve the results of automatic production. Therefore, instead of tackling the issue of the semantic issues, which is at the core of the complexity of human sciences, it tends to delay the logical solution to the difficulty, and consider “literary difficulties” as (only) residual. Indeed, if translation problems and semantic nuances are notorious in poetry and philosophy, it is important to stress that human sciences face very similar issues, because of the semantic nuances. Their key concepts (care, nationality, etc.) do concentrate indeed a lot of intertextuality, thus making the translation in a different cultural context very complex. How could one address this specificity without rejecting technologies? A philosophical detour might prove necessary.

There are two ways of analysing the language, which are both important and not exclusive one from another. The first one insists on rules, which can be the grammar rules (as in the early Systran) or the statistical norms (the most frequent uses, popularized by Google Translate). The second one insists on singularities, along with the German romantic tradition, and the creativity of language [Lacour, P. et alii (2010a)].
Contemporary technologies have explored extensively the first option, with great success. But what if one starts with taking into account semantic nuances? In this case, automatization might be used, but not for translation itself; rather it is meant, in a more modest way, to ask for suggestions, browse previous translations for relevant advice, compare one’s intuitions with translations already existing in related languages (like two roman languages, for instance), etc.

In other words, if one is to compare TraduXio with the Google Translator’s Toolkit, for instance, one could say that the latter goes from machine to human to machine again (human participation is only meant to make machine translation more efficient), whereas the former starts from human translation and goes through automatization (of suggestions) in order to enrich other human translations. TraduXio therefore illustrates the switch of paradigm in the conception of Artificial Intelligence, from machines that think to machines that make people think [Bachimont, B. (1996)].

The TraduXio Case: a Recycling Endeavour

Employing one of the most original solutions available today in the area of web-based translation, TraduXio presents a number of advantages when compared to existing devices. It is developed by the Zanchin NGO, in collaboration with the University of Technology of Troyes, and with the support of the UNESCO, the International Organization of “Francophonie” and the Délégation à la Langue Française et aux Langues de France (among other partners). TraduXio is a free, open source, web based, collaborative, and computer assisted translation tool, developed with innovative technology. Inspired by the strong collaborative spirit of the Web 2.0, and available to different audiences, the software is aimed at becoming a mechanism of general interest. Though it was first tested in the field of Research, TraduXio also has a tremendous potential for online Education, artistic dissemination and social integration. The originality of the software resides in certain of its functionalities.

(i) Traditional Computer Assisted Translation tools, especially Translation Memories, are limited to two languages (the source / the target), thus enforcing a “star” system, in which a privileged language is set at the centre – one only, and always the same. In this device, like the Google Translator’s toolkit, for instance, one can only go from language B to Language C, through language A (in the centre: English).
Star system (e.g. Google Translator’s toolkit)

On the contrary, TraduXio enables multilingual translation, through the comparison of different versions of the same text. In this case, a translated text is not considered as an independent segment, but rather as a version of the initial text in another language. TraduXio’s inner structure is therefore a serial system, and not a star one. Also, the original version can be in any language, not only one (as in the “star” system).

Serie system: TraduXio

The serie system allows multilingual translation, which are visible at the same time
(ii) TraduXio also offers a better management of the translation context, because it provides for a contextualized classification of the source (i.e. classification of the text according to the history, genre, author, etc.), in a very liberal and flexible way (according to the users' or community's choice). Thanks to this relevant classification device, information can be more easily assessed and treated, thereby helping users finding the appropriate translation for particular words, expressions, and so forth. Indeed, the documentary base can be browsed for relevant suggestions, and not for the “most frequent use” (as in statistical approaches to translation), since it pays considerable attention to the nuances of the language:

Relevant suggestions through the use of the concorder
(iii) As a collaborative translation software, *Traduxio* is more than a common workbench for digital translators. It is also a network and a platform where translators can meet and create joint projects, exchange ideas, create corpora and glossaries. In this sense, it creates one of these collaborative devices which have become increasingly famous through the (so called) “Web 2.0” movement, such as versioning, management of privileges, social tagging (not to mention wikis, forums, social networking, etc.).
Enforcing a Digital « Right to Translate »?

In the last decade, legal tools (open licenses) have been developed to allow for the (re)appropriation, sharing and mutual (cultural) recognition of cultural production (and identities’ reproduction) worldwide. This sophisticated system of licensing represents not only an alternative to more “traditional” conceptions of (intellectual) property (the “Commons”), but also provides legal support to those who view translation as a fundamental right [Basalamah, S. (2009)].

Indeed, in his compelling book, Salah Basalamah analyses how the translation right has been build upon a very traditional and restrictive conception of the copyright (or “droit d’auteur”), thus depriving potential translators of original versions of any co-authorship status. As revealed from a historical perspective, which includes a thorough analysis of the Bern Convention on Translation Rights and of its most recent revisions, the exclusive focus on the protection of the author’s rights has resulted in impeding dissemination and appropriation of culture on a very vast scale.

On the contrary, the new era of globalization calls for an alternative, a general revision of the author’s right, which can take the form of legal tools meant to escape the strictness of the copyright regulation. Such “alternative” licensing system is based on the recognition that intellectual property rights quite often work as barriers to the free circulation of culture and thus need to be adapted to the needs and aims of both authors and the community. The idea is not to deny the authors’ legitimacy over product of their creation, but to facilitate sharing, (re)appropriation, “mix”, and ultimately foster the circulation and (mutual) recognition of cultures worldwide.
With TraduXio, each translator will be given the possibility to tag his/her creation with a legal license of his choice. The range of rights’ attribution goes from public domain to full copyright through “open” licenses, for both texts and corpora. Users will be however encouraged to choose at least an attribution license, in order to avoid the positivist conception of translation as an invisible operation [Venuti, L. (1995)], and the symmetrical idea of the collection of data as neutral (rather, they are documents for a certain use – [Zacklad, M. et alii (2004)]. Attribution of authority over translations is indeed important since the re-utilization of “memory matching” depends on the identification of the author for a given semantic creation. Frequent users could thus benefit from a form of public and non-financial recognition (a system of “points”), which eventually might turn into a sort of professional reputation. The same liberal approach would apply to databases (the concorder constituted through a specific use of TraduXio).

Now, if the “Commons” represent an opportunity to cultural diversity and language pluralism, the challenges that copyright law poses to E-translation have been thus far addressed in a rather superficial and irregular manner. The tendency is quite the same in different disciplines, even in the trend of Translation Studies that focuses on the rather cultural and legal aspects of translation. Despite the increasing development of literature, the recent and quite dramatic transformations engendered by the application of new Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to translation – especially on dataset issues– remain virtually unexplored. The next section of this paper aims precisely at proposing a more appropriate definition of copyright for digital literary translation.

Case Study: Designing a Licensing System for PhilosophicalTranslations

In the previous sections, we have discussed the more abstract/theoretical dimensions of an emerging, sui generis “right to translate”. Considering “language as a common good” the right to translate takes seriously the claim – embraced by several international institutions such as UNESCO, the Council of Europe or the European Commission – that culture should freely circulate among the people, that language plurality need to be encouraged and promoted and that languages should be freely disposed by their users.

In this section, we will discuss some of the concrete challenges that copyright law poses to translation (in particular, to ‘e-translation’), and how these challenges can be effectively overcome. We will proceed in this discussion by analysing the “Fonds Ricoeur” situation, a case that illustrates quite clearly the specific obstacles that the current copyright system represents to authors (or, in this case, their legal representatives), translators and the general public. We will then explore the possible alternatives to this limitation, notably by proposing the adoption of an “adapted” Creative Commons license in order to allow translations to be (always) authorized. We propose in fact that this should become the ‘default’ license for translations, in line with a ‘right to translate’ premise.

The Fonds Ricoeur (a Paris based non profit Foundation) wishes to disseminate online, through its own web site, certain texts of the famous French philosopher, which have
become difficult to retrieve (they were originally published in foreign journals, or in journals that have disappeared since then). The Editorial Board of the Foundation holds all the copyrights for these texts, as opposed to other (writtenly) published texts (belonging to regular book publishers). Along with a growing international reception of the work of Paul Ricoeur, the demand for the translation of his minor texts will probably increase.

The Editorial Authority of this Foundation wishes to avoid two main problems, which are all the better identified since they actually occurred quite recently in the French intellectual history: the lack of circulation, and the monopoly over translation of the work (or of certain piece of the works), on the other hand. The baseline chosen to address the issue is the following: promote “openness”, by allowing translation to be always (legally) possible, for all the texts, disregarding case-based personal authorisations. However, commercial rights are reserved. If commercial uses are considered for a certain translation, permission must be asked for to the Editorial Board of the Foundation (and will probably remain non exclusive). This device is meant first and foremost to promote scholarly translation, mainly through the interest of young PhD scholars, who are often keen on translating specific texts, and whose career might benefit from such an endeavour.

The difficulty consists in inventing a legal license enabling a certain “right to translate” these texts, from a both liberal though (somehow) restricted perspective: translating the whole text, nothing but the text and only from the original version. Such a license does not exist yet, mainly because translation is considered as a form of derivative work. It is therefore allowed or not, according to the license, such as the CC-BY-NC-ND case (see the simplified contract: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/)

Details of the contract are available at:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/2.0/legalcode)
Along with a reasonable definition of a translation as “an equivalent without an identity” [Ricoeur, P. (2004)], a possible solution would consist in using an already existing license while modifying it slightly, so as to authorize translations in foreign languages as some kind of specific derivative works. Restrictive conditions would however be given, and the translator would translate:

- the whole text
- nothing but the text
- only from the original version of the text

Certain modifications of existing « Creative Commons » licenses already exist (the so called “CC+” licenses):

Although CC+ licenses have most of the time been used, until now, as an exception form to the “non commercial” clause, nothing prevents theoretically to imagine another mechanism, as suggests the bottom line: «The basic concept is to have a Creative Commons License + some other agreement which provides more Permissions». By way of example, if someone wanted to apply BY-ND (attribution-no derivative) to a work, but wanted to allow for translations only, they could use CC Plus to allow that specialized additional permission, to anyone or only particular persons, with or without fee, and with or without additional conditions tied to the right to do translations.

Concerning the Fonds Ricoeur, the legal idea would therefore be schematically illustrated as follows:
in other words, and in using a CC+ form (to which one should add a ND clause):

Is there a Specific Corpora Problem?

There is a scientific bias in the positivist view pervading the very notion of “data”. In fact, there can be no such thing as “pure data”, since no data can exist without an underlying theory organizing data. Cultural Sciences are written in natural and not formal languages. Even if their discourses might include ‘formal moments’, these areas of human knowledge are intrinsically linked to the communicative properties and possibilities of natural languages. Such a close connection imposes particular constraints to the ways of reasoning. Indeed, these are sciences of inquiry, based on an intermediary
rationality that is located in a logical space between the mere opinion and the robust formal thought. Cultural sciences are moreover essentially interpretive and work in a casuistic and reflexive manner.

This has many implications on the constitution of their sets of information. In particular, one should resist the idea of Web semantics as a superposition of standardized layers (“layer-cake”). Rather, one should promote a more socio-semantic or pragmatic approach, by insisting on the dynamics of uses and appropriations, rather than on fixed ‘datos’. This implies combining the notions of document (having a certain testimonial value, submitted to description, revision and signature, according to a particular investigation), interpretation (heuristic modelization) and intersubjectivity (rational comparison of view points, organization of the conflict of interpretations).

The particular case of multilingual corpora can now be addressed. We shall stress the fact that a corpus is not a bag of words but a set of texts gathered according to a certain question, and therefore a documentary base, as much as an original creation of the mind (not a neutral collection). Such orientation does not, however, hinder further distribution and reuse, neither from an intellectual nor from a legal point of view.

As a collaborative translation environment, TraduXio is a platform where translators can create corpora. However, the TraduXio project relies on interpretive semantics (hermeneutics) and therefore relies more on corpus-driven than on corpus-based linguistics. Corpus-based approaches focus on generalization and extraction of standardized information, and digitized corpora only reinforce such vision through the idea of data-mining and automatic parsing [Tognini-Bonelli, E. (2001)]. However, these approaches tend to overlook the text itself, which is given at best a subsidiary role [Rastier (2005)]. From this perspective, corpora only serve to illustrate a priori (linguistic) theories, of which they are considered “representative”.

Based on more reflexive perspectives [Mayaffre, D. (2002)], corpus-driven orientations consider, on the other hand, that the very construction of texts’ set is problem-centered, that is, connected to a particular “question”. In this conception, corpora are to some extent also singular – a “singularity” that is positively understood through the notion of clinical knowledge [Thouard, D. (2011)]. Stressing the problem-driven and hence auctorial character of corpora constitution processes does not contradict the possibility of further using or “recycling” these corpora, especially in the digital age. Corpus-driven analysis is therefore very open, and cannot be reduced to the identification of grammatical patterns [Hunston and Francis (2000)]. In fact, as we wish to stress here, corpus-driven linguistics is fundamentally hermeneutic and case-based. Such perception leads us to take into account the social dimension of text classifications, especially through the introduction of categories (such as “genres” and types of discourse), as observed Rastier [Rastier, F. (2008)], to follow the recommendation of the linguistics of norms. This switch in semantics [Rastier, F. (2004)] can be given a digital materialisation, for instance through an appropriate protocol: designed by the Tech-Cico Department of the University of Technology of Troyes, the Hypertopic protocol aims

From a legal perspective, the do-it-with-others corpus orientation of the TraduXio project implies to claim authorship over the set of texts one has designed in an original way. While remaining preferably “open” to reuse and recycling, multilingual corpora can therefore not pretend to be “neutral”. A vast movement, originating in the natural (“hard”) sciences claims that databases should remain in the public domain and that author rights should be waived accordingly, in order to promote re-use on a very large scale. By doing so, the Creative Commons so called “zero” license conveys however a very positivist and questionable view of data collection. On the contrary, TraduXio, which insists on the originality of the act of interpretation underlying the gathering of documents for a certain use, would recommend to tag datasets with at least one attribution license.
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